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3 China - The highest congestion was experienced around Shanghai area with around 37 Capesize vessels with 17 waiting to discharge and 20 in ballast

Capesize vessels: a birds eye view

1 Australia - 81 Capesize vessels waiting to load with 53 around Port Hedland, and 

only 2 vessels in Newcastle

2 NE Brazil - 21 Capesize vessels waiting to load with around 7 in Sao Luis, 8 

around Tubarao and 6 around Sepitiba

Ton Mile Demand: Implications for the TCA

The demand for Capesize vessels is usually measured in "Ton Miles " which is simply the quantity of cargo multiplied by the (laden) distance travelled. The trend in demand is one of the major 

factors affecting the freight rates however utilization, average speed and the supply of tonnage need to be taken into consideration for a more comprehensive view.

Congestion Analysis
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Speed

The productivity of the Capesize fleet would be conditioned by the (average) speed, time spent carrying out cargo operations, port congestion, optimal stowage or deadweight utilization. 

Fluctuations in the average speed (both laden and ballast) are attributable to a combination of weather, bunker prices and possibly oversupply. We find that the average Capesize speed is 

relatively flat for 2013.

An annual snapshot of the global Capesize traffic is analyzed. The importance of the Australian Iron-ore and coal exports to China are immediately apparent. The increase in the ton-mile 

demand from the long-haul Brazilian Iron ore exports to China are also highlighted. The C4 (Richards bay to Rotterdam) route has waned in the past year with the coal exports moving 

Eastward's to India. The supply to Western Europe is compensated in part from the US as well as the Carribbeans and Colombia. Additionally, the BCI Index weighting for the C4 route is 5%, 

however after normalizing for the actual number of trips v.s. the total number of trips globally, the empirical weight for the route is less than a percent. 

Global Capesize vessel Flows for 2013

Operating Performance: What do Capesizes do with their time.

A breakup of how the average fleet spends its time is calculated on a monthly basis. Congestion time plays an important role in determining the fleet productivity as is the ratio between the 

laden to ballast days. 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   


